How light curtains improve safety and performance
Tech tip 11
First, a bit of history - as passenger elevators became automated,
elevator doors were typically equipped with mechanical safety shoes
(or buffers) to make sure that people weren’t struck and possibly
injured by closing doors. (A major reason for litigation was - and still
is - alleged passenger injury when entering or exiting an elevator.)

inconvenience of downtime and expense.
However, a typical light curtain is designed to easily replace obsolete
mechanical systems with a quickly installed, unobtrusive product
that requires no on-site adjustment.

The shoes had to make direct contact with the obstruction to operate.
Because elevator doors were fairly heavy, it took time to slow, stop
and reverse door direction. This often resulted in personal injury or
equipment damage. Clearly, a way other than physical contact had to
be found to prevent doors from closing on passengers.
Enter the light curtain
Light curtains offer a means of detecting a presence in the door path
without actual contact. They also provide sensory input to hold the
doors fully open while passengers enter or exit the elevator, reducing
the potential for contact and possible injury.
No one appreciates doors closing on them, especially the elderly,
infirm and those passengers with children or luggage. Light curtains
allow passengers to move freely in and out of the elevator, holding
the doors open as long as ‘beams’ are blocked in the door opening.
A gentle nudge toward efficient operation
A well-designed light curtain incorporates methods of recognizing
when the ‘beams’ have been blocked for a considerable period. Some
units incorporate a buzzer/nudging interface to audibly and physiin or out of the elevator. This interface can also provide reduced speed
and torque instructions to the closing mechanism to gently shut the
doors, using reduced pressure that causes no personal injury or damage to equipment.
Benefits of light curtains
Mechanical shoes were prone to wear out or be damaged by day-today operation; electrical contactors would corrode and a significant
amount of time would be spent in the replacement of this equipment. This meant that the cost of repair was aggravated by the

With the added benefit of protecting the elevator doors themselves
from damage, light curtains increase the life expectancy of the elevator and reduce the need for costly unplanned maintenance.
Installing a light curtain
A typical light curtain installation should take no more than 2 hours
– many are installed in half that time. An intelligent light curtain kit
will provide all the necessary components for a proper fit, including
easy-to-follow instructions, cables and brackets down to ties, a cobalt
drill-bit and a screwdriver.
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cally signal that whoever is obstructing the door should move either
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